Original ELDRO® & ELHY® Operating fluids
For maintaining the value of your thruster!

THE ORIGINAL. BE SAFE.
COMPATIBLE WITH INITIAL FILLING
The use of an incorrect operating fluid can significantly reduce the performance of your thruster so that the specified thruster characteristics can no longer be achieved. Our EMG service fluids are fully compatible with the initial filling of our thrusters.

OPTIMIZED FOR YOUR EMG THRUSTER
The EMG operating fluids are matched to the components used. This ensures, among other things, sealing compatibility.

In addition, the use of EMG operating fluids guarantees that we meet the requirements for lifting/lowering speed and lifting force in order to guarantee perfect functioning.

GUARANTEE OF A MAXIMUM MACHINE SERVICE LIFE
Our EMG operating fluids offer you optimum wear protection and prevent corrosion. They make a significant contribution to reducing your maintenance costs and protect your thruster in the long term.

YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE:
■ Guaranteed sealing compatibility
■ Guaranteed lifting/lowering speed
■ Guaranteed lifting force
■ No flocculation when mixed with first filling
■ Reduction of storage costs due to small containers
■ Everything from a single source
■ Suitable for all temperature ranges (see nameplate)
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